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About NIS America 

Santa Ana, Calif. (September 21, 2012) – NIS America is happy to announce the upcoming 
release of Idea Factory’s strategy RPG, Generation of Chaos™: Pandora’s Reflection 
exclusively on PlayStation® Portable (PSP) through PlayStation® Network (PSN) in both the 
North American and European market. The game features an active-time battle system, in 
which players can move and position their units in real-time across sweeping battlefields—
you’ll need a quick mind and a steady hand to succeed! For anyone who enjoys a sprawling, 
satisfying story and challenging yet rewarding strategic gameplay, get your PSPs ready and 
head to the PSN Store in February 2013.  
 
For more information, please visit NISAmerica.com/games/GOC-pandora.  

   

About the game: 
Dark clouds blanket the withered skies and block out the sun; cracked earth and choking fog 
rule the land. This colorless world, showing no signs of life, is known as Hades. The barren 
land is blasted by chilling winds that cut to the bone... This is where we meet our heroes—
Yuri, a young girl cursed with a disease draining her life away; and Claude, her protective 
older brother who will stop at nothing to save her. As they travel in search of a cure, they find 
themselves embroiled in a conflict that will determine the fate of the world and, just maybe, 
the fate of the siblings. They’ll lose old friends, meet new friends, and travel on a path that 
will lead them to the very doorstep of destiny...  
 
Features: 
Active-time battle system: Players will face the enemy with timing based attacks, and the 
better you do, the more damage you’ll unleash!   
Engaging human drama: Struggles, suffering, betrayal, forgiveness, romance… Follow the 
story of a band of travelers looking for peace and salvation; with multiple endings, the fate of 
the world is literally in your hands! 
Upgrade system: Gain Alchemy Points by defeating enemies and breaking down gear, then 
use those points to power up your weapons and characters! 
Battlefield control: Deploy troops, exploit terrain, occupy key locations, set up ranged 
weaponry, destroy enemy bases, and even summon massive, screen-rattling creatures all on 
your way to victory! 

In 2003, NIS America was 
established in Southern 
California to bring exciting, 
one-of-a-kind Japanese 
culture to North America.  
NIS America’s team 
members devote 
themselves to the fans. 
Their respect for their fans is 
at the heart of everything 
they do.  As an established 
entertainment publisher in 
the U.S., NIS America is 
committed to continuous 
growth and improvement.  
 
NIS America is a subsidiary 
of Nippon Ichi Software, Inc., 
a Japanese company famous 
for its unique line of strategy 
RPGs with titles such as 
Disgaea, Phantom Brave, 
and Makai Kingdom. NIS 
America has also become a 
publisher of Japanese anime 
titles, such as Toradora!, 
WAGNARIA!!, and 
Katanagatari.   
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GENERATION OF CHAOS: PANDORA’S REFLECTION COMES EXCLUSIVELY TO 
PLAYSTATION NETWORK IN FEBRUARY 2013! 
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